Dental Sealant Program Participating Schools

**Amphitheater**
- E C NASH ELEMENTARY
- HELEN KEELING ELEMENTARY
- FRANCES OWEN HOLAWAY ELEMENTARY
- L M PRINCE ELEMENTARY
- LULU WALKER ELEMENTARY
- RIO VISTA ELEMENTARY

**Charters**
- LA PALOMA ACADEMY (LAKESID)
- SOUTHGATE ACADEMY

**Flowing Wells**
- WALTER DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY

**Marana**
- DESERT WINDS ELEMENTARY
- PICTURE ROCKS INTERMEDIATE
- ESTES ELEMENTARY
- ROADRUNNER ELEMENTARY

**Sunnyside**
- CHALLENGER MIDDLE
- BILLY LANE LAUFFER MIDDLE
- DREXEL ELEMENTARY
- ELVIRA ELEMENTARY
- ESPERANZA ELEMENTARY
- GALLEGO BASIC ELEMENTARY
- LIBERTY ELEMENTARY
- LOS AMIGOS ELEMENTARY
- LOS NINOS ELEMENTARY
- LOS RANCHITOS ELEMENTARY
- MISSION MANOR ELEMENTARY
- RIVERA ELEMENTARY
- SANTA CLARA ELEMENTARY
- SUMMIT VIEW ELEMENTARY

**Tucson**
- BOOTH-FICKETT MAGNET
- BRICTA ELEMENTARY
- C E ROSE ELEMENTARY
- CAVETT ELEMENTARY
- CORBETT ELEMENTARY
- CRAGIN ELEMENTARY
- DAVIDSON ELEMENTARY
- DAVIS BILINGUAL MAGNET
- DRACHMAN PRIMARY
- FORT LOWELL ELEMENTARY
- FRANCES J WARREN ELEMENTARY
- HENRY HANK OYAMA
- HOLLINGER ELEMENTARY
- JOHN E WHITE ELEMENTARY
- JOHN E WRIGHT ELEMENTARY
- LINWEAVER ELEMENTARY
- LYNN URQUIDES ELEMENTARY
- MALDONADO AMELIA ELEMENTARY
- MANZO ELEMENTARY
- MAXWELL MIDDLE
- MENLO PARK ELEMENTARY
- MILLER ELEMENTARY
- MISSION VIEW ELEMENTARY
- MYERS-GANOUGH ELEMENTARY
- NAN LYONS ELEMENTARY
- OCHOA ELEMENTARY
- PUEBLO GARDENS ELEMENTARY
- RAUL GRIJALVA ELEMENTARY
- ROBISON ELEMENTARY
- TOLSON ELEMENTARY
- TULLY ELEMENTARY
- UTTERBACK MIDDLE
- VAN BUSKIRK ELEMENTARY
- VESEY ELEMENTARY
- W V WHITMORE ELEMENTARY
- WHEELER ELEMENTARY